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Intersections Between Feminist And Theory
Aotearoa’s leading subversive and anarchic feminist theatremakers Julia Croft and Nisha Madhan return
with a new boundary pushing collaboration that examines the relationships between our bodies and ...
Experimental Feminist Powerhouses Julia Croft And Nisha Madhan Return With New Work
Obviously, these bits of life travel between generations, with the passing on of genetic ... Discussion of
biopolitics and biopower can be considered central to cultural studies, feminist theory, and ...
Bits of Life: Feminism at the Intersections of Media, Bioscience, and Technology
Georgina Diaz reviews The Futures of Feminism by Valerie Bryson and finds it a mixture of refreshing,
contradictory and disappointing ...
Feminists should logically be socialists
She’s a sociologist at the University of Chicago, where her work focuses on the intersection of race ... that
very much as part of a Black feminist scholarly tradition, as well as very much part of a ...
Critical Race Theory, Comic Books and the Power of Public Schools
Recent decades have seen the emergence of gender equality as a key policy concern and Feminist ... gender
division between ‘productive’ and ‘reproductive’ work. Attention to gender differences are ...
Feminist Economics and Policy: An Introduction
Aliens and Others: Science Fiction, Feminism and Postmodernism ... and result in the creation of one of
those sites of intersection between feminst sf and postmodern theory which are the focus of ...
Utopia, Science, Postmodernism, and Feminism: A Trilogy of Significant Works
Paul Rudolph, Rudolph Apartment at 23 Beekman Place, New York (1977-1997). Perspective Section, 1997.
Digitized drawing | 4732 x 3416 px. The Paul Rudolph Archive, Library of Congress, Print and ...
Queer Looks On Architecture: From Challenging Identity-Based Approaches To Spatial Thinking
This ambitious project draws upon insights including from economics, public management, political science
and gender theory to interrogate ... interest to both feminist scholars and mainstream ...
Gender Equality and Public Policy
Students have opportunities throughout their coursework to put theory into practice ... A study of the
relationship between U.S. media and the social construction of race, gender, and sexuality in ...
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Majoring in Gender, Sexuality and Intersectionality Studies
To recognize students who apply exemplary library research skills, Brandeis Library awards Research
Excellence Prizes and has selected the 2021 prize winners from a pool of outstanding student ...
Brandeis Library Awards Research Excellence Prize Winners for 2021
Trisha Kehaulani Watson. Trisha Kehaulani Watson is a Kaimuki resident, small business owner, and
bibliophile. She holds a Ph.D. in American Studies University of Hawaii ...
Trisha Kehaulani Watson: The Passing Of Haunani-Kay Trask And The Uplifting Of A Nation
The Winter Roundtable continues its tradition of bringing together scholars, practitioners, researchers, social
change agents and students interested in the intersections between race ... South Asian ...
Thank you for attending the 34th Annual Winter Roundtable #WRT2017!
Williams, intersectional feminist Kimberlé Crenshaw ... applying ideas central to critical race theory in
looking at everyday intersections between the past and present – all while suggesting ...
Critical race theory and the scam of the ban
Her scholarship draws on curriculum theory, critical race theory, and Black feminist theory and seeks a fuller
understanding rather than a simply a legitimate understanding of the dynamic relationship ...
Denise Taliaferro Baszile
is an interview film—it contains nothing but interviews, almost exclusively ones that Seyrig herself conducts
and that the cinematographer Carole Roussopoulos, also a key feminist filmmaker ...
In “Be Pretty and Shut Up!,” Actresses Challenge the Male-Run Movie Business
Harleen Singh works on questions of history, politics and identity and their intersection with literary analysis,
film and feminist theory. Her 2014 book “The ... Jill Greenlee investigates the ...
Bachelor of Arts in Women's, Gender, and Sexuality Studies
Currently, she is working on a book manuscript which explores the work of four Latin American composers
working at the intersections of visual ... new materialisms, feminist, postcolonial, and ...
Gabriela Aceves-Sepulveda
This time the headlines are about a Muslim family of five waiting at the curb of an intersection in ...
antisemitic “replacement theory” suggesting that in between building Lego sets for ...
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